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MBRNT News
Williams 2.0 debuts in 2015
Byron “Jailbait”
Williams is a man
on a mission.
Losing some 30 +
lbs., Ron vowed
to be a leaner,
meaner, and go
lower than in
years past.
“With all this
Dad bod talk, I
just thought now
is the time. I
hate going to the
Redneck Riviera
and playing like
crap. I hardly
drink, yet my

energy is zapped
at the end of 18
holes. 2015 is my
year. I’ve made
the
commitment”.
How did Ron do
it? P90x and lots
of Blaze Pizza
apparently.
The question is,
can Ron hold
onto the new
look until August?

Need lessons?
Is your swing a wreck? Does the thought of
trip fun. If you are swinging well, the DVD
having an accomplished PGA Professional on
of the trip will be ruined. Good shots make
the trip give you the idea that you will get free
for bad video. Pro advice: “Dance with who
lessons? Think again. While we are fortunate to
brung ya”.
have Byron “Jailbait” Williams join us each year, 2. If Byron does give you a few tips, buy his
this is actually his vacation too. A few requests
lunch, breakfast or the one beer he drinks
(please):
per day.
1. Byron is good, but not a miracle worker.
3. Take some damn lessons at home before
Giant hooks (Rod), fat shots (Sam), and
coming. It takes about 30 days to make a
worm-burners (Chris), are what makes the
change. The day before the trip is too late.
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Calendar:
August 19, 2015 - Dunes
(Private), Heather Glen (9)
August 20, 2015 - Tigers Eye,
Oyster Bay (9)
August 21, 2015 - True Blue,
Caledonia
August 22, 2015 - Tidewater, Glen
Dornoch (9)

Undocumented Brew
With the economy still in the
crapper (thanks to a few of you
dumbasses voting for Obama),
and beer prices still in the
$3.50-4.00 range, bringing your
own brew is the only way to go.
But how do Rednecks do it
without being nabbed by the
Cart Attendant Nazis who
rightly suspect the weight of
your bag might be a little oﬀ?

3. Bring a shoe bag - This is
the single best tip when
smuggling beer. I’ve never
been stopped with one,
neither will you. You can
get a good 9 beers in a shoe
bag.
4. Have one Redneck in your
foursome bring Ice - It’s
hotter than H in Myrtle.
The little frozen blue ice
packs are for your kids
lunch box; for cold beer,
1. Bring a Staﬀ or larger stand
they stink. Put an ice bag in
bag - Rednecks with staﬀ
your shoe bag, watch for
bags are usually obnoxious:
drips.
Black on black shoes with
shorts, flat bills, untucked
5. Bring a Massive cooler for
shirts, and blaring Big &
the back seat - Once you tee
Rich…but in this case, leave
oﬀ, the cart Nazis rarely pay
the small stand bag at home.
attention. An emergency
Without a large side pouch,
refill at the turn?
you are cooked.
Sometimes it works. Also
good for replay rounds after
2. Buy a six-pack cooler - Too
the morning 18.
many brands to mention
here, but for $12, they are
6. The “undocumented towel
essential. Just make sure it
smuggle” - When all else
fits down the side of your
fails, carrying a towel
bag. Six can max though or
strategically with 3-4 cans in
you give yourself away.
tow is rarely suspected. In a
pinch, this is fool-proof.

August 23, 2015 - Legends Moorland

PLAYER PROFILE:
TONY “COLDPLAY”
COLLINS

Rookie Redneck Tony Collins
makes his debut this year on the
tour. Collins holds the record
for most times wanting to go on
the trip but never actually gone
(2). Capable of shooting in the
mid-high 70’s ten years ago,
Collins could prove to be one of
the more accomplished playing
Rednecks. Years ago, while
listening to bad 80’s music,
Collins was baﬄed by the
enthusiasm of his fellow
foursome. In a moment of
clarity Collins said in disgust,
“don’t you have any good
music”. Sponcia: “Like what”.
Collins: “Something cool, like
Coldplay”.
Thankfully, Tony will be
sleeping in the same room as
Rod.
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Caledonia and True Blue continue to impress
Two Redneck favorites
continue to occupy the top
spots on the tour: True Blue
and Caledonia. Both were
designed by the late, great Mike
Strantz. Incidentally, the pair
sit minutes away from one
another.
Caledonia is easily one of the
best conditioned courses on the
Grand Strand. With holes cut
through a gorgeous, former rice
plantation, Caledonia is also
one of the most scenic courses.
Mike Strantz was always good
to start his courses with a fair
chance for par. Both #1 and
#10 oﬀer good opportunities to
ease into the round. No
trickery at Caledonia. Straightforward, but challenging. Many
of the holes flow naturally with
the land.

comment about wide fairways
presenting no challenge to
the good player is pretty
weak, at least on our courses.
Go check out any of our
fairways and it becomes
apparent that you must be in
certain spots to gain an
advantage on the next shot or
approach to the green” Mike Strantz.
While many consider
Caledonia a more forgiving
version of Mike Strantz’
vision of golf, True Blue is a
shot-makers delight.

Upon opening, True Blue was
considered too diﬃcult for
many. Strantz came back and
softened the edges, but the
challenge is still present.
True Blue has extremely wide
fairways, but that doesn’t
mean you will score. After
One of Mike Strantz key
playing a couple of times, like
elements was width. Width?
Pete Dye designs, the correct
Doesn’t wide mean easy? Not
line will become apparent.
necessarily.
Therein lies the beauty of the
course: A preferred side and
“ WIDTH IS KEY! When you a safe one.
start reducing width (and I
mean air space as well as fairway Both Strantz courses end
width) you begin to reduce the with memorable 18th holes,
both surrounded by water.
number of options for players
of various skill levels, thereby
The best courses seem to be
reducing the total number of
the most memorable. Hole
players who can successfully
for hole, shot for shot, both
navigate their way around the
Caledonia and True Blue are
course. I guess that’s fine if we
memorable from start to
only want scratch to 10
finish.
handicaps playing golf. The
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